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Basic manual storage and archive system for light and
medium loads. Combining the different components
offers a whole range of possibilities.
The main advantages are:
- Endless storage possibilites from folders to all kinds
of parts, boxes, clothes, bulk goods, etc.
- Multiple components that adapt to suit even the
most demanding needs.
- Easy to assemble.
- Easy to move around.
- Level adjustments in multiples of 25 mm.
- Increased capacity due to the fact that the upright
connection does not interfere with the clear entry
of the shelf.
- It is possible to install one or more gangways to gain
access to upper levels.
- Mobile shelving can be made for archives and warehouses.
- Functional and attractive. For the office version, the
units can be finished to suit your decor.
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Components

Basic Components
10
1) Frames (5 models)
2) Shelves (3 models)
3) Shelf supports
4) Cross bracing sets
5) Frame unions
6) Footplates (2 models)
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Optional Components
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7) Back panels (in metal sheet or mesh)
8) Shelf retainers and plinths
9) Vertical dividers
10) Plastic bin drawers
11) Doors
12) Suspension filing set
13) Garment rail set
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Components

Frames
Vertical elements created using two uprights joined
together with cross ties, side panels or sets of cross
ties and diagonals providing the necessary rigidity.
The basic frame is made up of two uprights, cross ties
and footplates.
The number of uprights depends basically on the
height of the frame. The minimum number used is
two.
The most common frame heights are: 1500, 2000,
2500, 2750, 3000, 3500 and 4000 mm. They can be
manufactured up to 8000 mm.

Uprights
There are two types of uprights, depending on the
load and the use, with either 6 or 12 folds. Both types
have slots on the sides every 25 mm for the insertion
of shelf supports and accessories. The face of the upright remains plain thus providing an attractive finish.
The front measures just 30 mm, resulting in increased
work space. The goods are supported laterally on a
wide, edge-free surface.

Painted uprights.
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Galvanised uprights.
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Plastic Footplates

Metal Footplates

These are fitted to the bottom of the uprights, gua-

Suitable for heavy loads, as they distribute the weight

ranteeing good support and preventing the uprights

on the ground.

coming into direct contact with the floor.

Levelling Plates
These can be combined with either metal or plastic
footplates and are used to correct minor irregularities in the level of the floor.
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Frame Cross-ties
The cross-ties are slid down inside the uprights until
the fixing point is reached. The squaring devices
make the set extremely rigid.
At least two are fitted, depending on the height of
the frame. The uprights can be manufactured in
heights of up to 8 m.

Frame Unions

Upright Splices

Used to join two frames in a back to back run.

These are used for units that are greater than 8 m in height
and whenever it is necessary to splice two uprights.
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Frame Options
In addition to the basic frame construction system, the following can also be made:

Frames Made with Cross-ties and
Diagonals

Frames Made with Central Metal
Cladding

Frames Made with Side Metal
Cladding

These are basic frames which, in addi-

These are “blind” frames, used to stop

These are similar to frames with central

tion to cross-ties, also include crossed

products stored on adjacent levels from

cladding. They give an improved finish

diagonals to increase the level of rigidi-

getting mixed up. The metal sheets are

to the frames on the outside or can be

ty in frames of considerable height.

made in sections and joined together us-

used to create double-sheet frames to

ing profile strips.

prevent empty spaces between shelves
and metal sheets. Side metal sheets can
be drilled to take hooks or other accessories.
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Frames Made with Metal Mesh
These prevent goods from falling off

Frames Made with Melamine
Chipboard

the side, as well as allowing the product

The lateral sides finished in melamine

to be viewed from the sides and provid-

chipboard provide a more decorative

ing greater ventilation.

effect.
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HM Metal Shelves
These are the basic elements for creating load levels.
They are made from a single part in galvanised metal
with several folds to ensure a high uniformly distributed load.

The metal shelves are joined to the uprights using
supports. The shape of these supports makes the
joint between the shelves and the uprights more
rigid, as the load weight increases.

Supports
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Two different models are available depending on the
load capacity:
- HL shelves, for light loads.
- HM shelves, for medium and heavy loads.

HL Panels

HM Panels (plain or slotted)

The various folds on the front and back of the HM
shelves forms a tube profile which increases the load
capacity. These shelves can be supplied in the slotted option allowing usage of vertical dividers and
accessories.

The channel on the front can be used to attach magnetic holders for identification labels.
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The most common metal shelf sizes are:
L = 1000, 1250 and 1400 mm
D = 300, 400, 500 and 600 mm

Shelf Reinforcer
HM shelves can be fitted with a central reinforcer
along their length to increase their load capacity.

L

D

Shelf Joint
These are used whenever it is necessary to cover the
free space between two shelves.
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Cross-bracing Sets
Cross-bracing sets are vital for the stability and longitudinal rigidity of the shelving.
They are attached to the side slots at the back of the
uprights and tightened accordingly.

Front view
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Back view
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Number of Cross-braces
The number of cross-braces used is variable, depending on the height, number of modules and stored load. For shelves with light loads, one cross-brace module in ten is sufficient (figure 1).

Figure 1

Just one cross-brace used for shelving units of up to 3 m in height, and two are used for
higher units (figure 2).

Figure 2
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Back Metal Sheets
These are used to close in the back of the shelving
units, to stop items falling out behind a single unit or
to prevent products from getting mixed up in double
units.
If back metal sheets are fitted it is not necessary to use
cross-bracing sets, as the sheets provide the necessary level of rigidity.

The sheets are attached to the uprights using indentations that fit into the slots in the sheets. The indentations are attached to the uprights using clips and
the level supports.

Sheet Splices

Profile Strips
These are used to splice both frame and back
cladding. They are made of plastic and level out the
heights of two adjoining sheets.
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For single shelving units, back sheet reinforcers are
fitted to the back.

Back Reinforcers
These are attached to the indentations of the back
sheets using sheet reinforcement clips.

For back to back bays, the sheets are attached alternately and fixed to either one side or the other of the
shelving unit.
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Mesh Backing
This has the same function as back cladding, however
allow light and ventilation through the shelving units.
It is attached to the uprights using mesh backing
fixings.

Detail of mesh backing fixing.
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Plinths and Shelf Retainers
This set performs two different functions: it acts as a plinth to stop objects from going
under the bays and it prevents products from falling off the front of the levels. It is attached to the shelf uprights using two retaining fasteners, one on each side.

Set with shelf retainer.

Set with plinth.
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Slotted Shelf Dividers
These divide the space vertically, making smaller compartments in levels formed using
HD metal shelves.
They attach to the slots on the shelves. They can be installed in two ways:
- Attached to the upper and lower shelves, dividing the whole height of the shelf.
- Attached to the lower shelf only.
They are available in different height and depth measurements.

Type

Height

M3

100

225

300
HD
400

500

550

Depth
300
400
500
300
400
500
300
400
500
300
400
500
300
400
500
300
400
500

(in mm)

HD Dividers
M3 Dividers

Detail of attachment to lower shelf, only applicable for
100 mm high dividers only.
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Detail of attachment to upper and lower shelf.
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Magnetic Label Holders
These are magnetic plastic profiles that are fitted to
the front of the HM shelves to show the levels or compartments formed on the levels or to identify the
products stored. They fit into the groove at the front
of the shelves. There are two models:
Model A. Front surfaces with white plastic finish.
They can be permanently marked.

Model A

Model B. Profile with two guides into which a removable label of the same width as the label holder can be
inserted. The label is protected by a plastic cover.

Model B

Index Card Holder

Lateral Sign Plate

Identification Label

Made from transparent plastic, it can be

These identify the shelving unit by means

These plaques specify the installation

attached to the sides of the shelving units

of numbers, letters or index card holders.

characteristics. They are placed in visible

and used to hold either permanent or in-

Their position means they can be read

areas at the ends of the shelving units.

terchangeable index cards.

from both the access aisle and the inside
of the shelving unit.
They are attached to the side grooves in
the frame uprights.
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Removable Plastic Bin Drawers
These are specially designed to suit the shelving modules. They allow the user to store and sort small objects.
The careful design, the reinforcement features, the
grooves for separators, the retention system, the
label-holder, the strength and the easy-to-reach
handle, all go to make the drawers the perfect complement for small-product picking shelves.
The bins made from polypropylene, have a large load
capacity and are hard-wearing.

The bins fit between two shelves. When they are
pulled out to access the products, a slight twist attaches them to the upper shelf. This stops the drawer
from falling and makes accessing the contents easier.

A stop at the back limits how far the bin can be
pushed in, leaving the handle accessible at all time.
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There are a number of different accessories, such as:

Labels

Transverse Dividers

Longitudinal Dividers

These are made of card and allow the

These subdivide the bin crosswise into

These subdivide 246 mm wide draw-

SKU reference or code of the products

different-sized compartments.

ers into two or three compartments.

stored inside to be written or stuck on.

Model A dividers have label holders.

They can be placed in three positions.

Four Models in Three Depths

MA

MA

MB

MB

There are four different models, each of which comes
in three depths.
When choosing the most suitable model, the type of
product to be stored and the depth of the shelving
should be taken into account.
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The bin models are defined as follows:
- The first two letters show the model height.
- The next two numbers are the depth of the shelving in centimetres.
- The last two numbers are the width of the drawer in centimetres.

122 mm

Model

MB 3012
MB 4012
MB 5012

122 mm

Model

MA 3012
MA 4012
MA 5012

246 mm

246 mm

Model

MB 3024
MB 4024
MB 5024

Model

The following would fit on a level measuring
1000 mm:
- 4 MA 3024, 4024, or 5024 drawers
- 4 MB 3024, 4024, or 5024 drawers
- 8 MA 3012, 4012, or 5012 drawers
- 8 MB 3012, 4012, or 5012 drawers
1000 mm

The following would fit on a level measuring
1250 mm:
- 5 MA 3024, 4024, or 5024 drawers
- 5 MB 3024, 4024, or 5024 drawers
- 10 MA 3012, 4012, or 5012 drawers
- 10 MB 3012, 4012, or 5012 drawers
1250 mm

The following would fit on a level measuring
1400 mm:
- 5 MA 3024, 4024, or 5024 drawers
- 5 MB 3024, 4024, or 5024 drawers
- 11 MA 3012, 4012, or 5012 drawers
- 11 MB 3012, 4012, or 5012 drawers
1400 mm
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130 mm

80 mm

80 mm

130 mm

The following diagrams illustrate the capacity of the bins by level and their specifications.

MA 3024
MA 4024
MA 5024
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Stackable Plastic Bin Drawers
Useful in warehouses that handle multiple and small
SKU's, such as parts warehouses, workshops or manufacturing plants.
They can be used as independent units for classification and loading or they can be joined using a union
clip to form a compact drawer system. When used
within shelving systems, the ease and speed of locating products is significantly improved.
They are made of polystyrene, which makes them
long-lasting and highly cost-effective.
The models available are:

Type
2
3
4
5

Width
300
200
140
95

Depth
500/600
350/300
230/200
160/140

Height
200
200
130
75
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Shelf Structure
Shelves made up of two structural cross-ties and from
two to five structural beams, depending on the depth
of the shelf to be made, the size of the boxes to be
stored and the weight of the goods.
They are ideal for situations where the shelves have to
allow water to pass through in sprinkler-based fire
protection systems, as most of the surface is empty.

The cross-ties fit into the slots in the uprights, while
the beams fit into the different housings incorporated into the cross-ties for this purpose.

The number of beams varies, depending on the
depth of the shelving and the load to be borne.
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Mesh Shelves
Shelves made of electro-welded metal mesh that rest
on the shelving structure.
They are designed to allow water to pass through if
the fire protection system is activated. The segments
within the mesh measure 50 x 50 mm which allow
storage of various sized boxes.

Cross-ties can also be incorporated, depending on
the load to be borne.
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Doors
Modules measuring 1000 mm in length can be fitted
with metal doors, thus making closed cupboards.
They are manufactured in two standard heights,
1000 and 2000 mm. They consist of two doors with a
beam at the top and another at the bottom, and a
lock fitting.
They are attached to the front uprights of the frames.
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Garment Rail Supports
The garment rail support fittings are used for hanging
clothes, samples or other products stored in the
shelving units.

Both single sets, with just one rail, and double sets are
available. As well as hanging products, the double
sets can be used to store cylindrical items by resting
them on the two rails.

Detail of garment rail support
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In addition to the aforementioned components,

10

which facilitate storage of any kind of product, there
are also specific items for spare parts (doors, windows, side panels, exhausts, tyres, etc.) and irregularly-sized products (dies, samples, profiles, cylindrical items, etc.).

1

These components are:
1) Slotted LZ beams
2) LZ cross-ties

8

3) Chipboard shelves
4) Vertical separation rails
5) Vertical separation tubes
6) Plastic covers for vertical tubes
7) Horizontal dividers
8) Single garment rail set
9) Double garment rail set

7

10) Frame union
These elements can also be used to sort and store
other products of similar characteristics.

9

1
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3
2
4

5
6
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The most widely used solution for spare parts consists
of levels of HD shelves, either with or without vertical
dividers and bins for small accessories, as shown in
this image.

Levels made up of slotted LZ beams with tubes or vertical separation rails allow you to store and sort metal
items that are irregular in shape, such as bumpers,
metal side panels and doors, etc.

Different heights are available to suit the products stored.
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Levels made up of beams, cross-ties and chipboard
are used to store heavy or rough items.

Levels made up of beams, cross-ties and chipboard
that also have vertical separations can be used to
store more delicate items or items that need constant
support, such as panes of glass.

Vertical separators can be fitted with covers made of
flexible plastic tubing, to prevent the product from
rubbing directly against the metal tube (figure 3).

Figure 3
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By using only beams, you can store products that protrude both sides. Tyres can also be stored by adjusting
the back of the shelving unit to the correct measurement.

Slotted LZ beams can take horizontal separators to
store profiles, exhaust pipes, and other products vertically.
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Double garment hanging sets can be used to create
levels for storing tyres, hubcaps or other cylindrical
items, or for double hanging products that do not
have sufficient support.

Single support and garment rail

Double support and garment rail

Hooks
These slot on to frames made with perforated sides. They can be used for hanging samples, bags and other products to the front of the shelving units.
There are three models of hook.
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Office Applications

M3 shelving is ideal for offices, businesses and places

2

that need a more decorative system.
The different components are supplied painted in
Blue Ral 5014 (frames/uprights) and Grey Ral 7035
(other components).
The most common combinations are shown in the
following illustrations.
The accessories shown are:
1) Suspension file set
2) Garment rail set
3) Book dividers
4) Vertical dividers
5) Lateral retainers
6) Doors

The support profiles can be attached to the suspension file set at the correct distance to hold the most
commonly-available folders.
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3
Book dividers, lateral retainers and vertical dividers
divide up the space, creating compartments for
books or files.

4
5

6

The garment set can be used to hang clothes and to
create closed wardrobes with the addition of doors
and side and back metal sheets.
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Office Applications
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Counters

Counters

Basic Components

Counters are made using the same components as

1) 1000 mm high shelving

M3 shelving, by cladding the fronts in melamine-

2) Internal corner shelves

coated wood and adding counter tops with a round-

3) Internal corner skirting board

ed outer edge.

4) External corner skirting board
5) Wooden front panels

To make different combinations, hinged doors and

6) Wooden external corner

complementary elements for the corners can be

7) Straight counter top

used.

8) Internal corner counter top
9) External corner counter top
10) Hinged counter top

7
8
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3
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6
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5
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